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$1. INTRODUCTION 
(1.1) IN this paper we study germs of holomorphic functionsf: (@“+I, O)+(@, 0) with a one 
dimensional critical locus Z(f) = I; and transverse type A,. The last condition means that 
around a general point p E Z \ (0) the functionfis right equivalent o the A, singularity, i.e. 
f(% f - . ,x,) = Cl= 1 xf in suitable local coordinates. Throughout the paper, we give X the 
reduced structure, defined by the ideal I =9(X). These singularities have been studied by 
Pellikaan [16], [17] and Siersma [223, [23]. We recall some of the most important ideas 
and results, in order to explain the title of the paper. 
(1.2) We denote the above situation by (J C, 0). 
DEFINITION. [16, I 7.41 A deformation (F, X, 0) of VT Z, 0) over an analytic base (S, 0) is 
given by: 
(i) A flat embedded deformation g: (X, O)+(S, 0) of (C, 0). We denote by r” the ideal 
defining (X, 0) in (C”+ ’ x S, 0). 
(ii) A function F: (C”+ ’ xS,O)-+(C,O)such that (d,F,. . . ,a,F,F)rkmd F(-,0)= 
f(-): (a=““, O)+(@, 0). 
We will writefS(-): (@“+l, O)-+(@, 0) for F( -, s) and similarly C, for g-‘(s). 
(1.3) DEFINITION. A Morsijcution (F, X, 0) of U; Z, 0) is a deformation of CfT Z, 0) such 
that for generic SE:S: 
(i) Xs is smooth. 
(ii) f, has only A, and D, singularities on Es (this of course implies (i)). 
(iii) fs has only A, (Morse) singularities outside ES. 
(D, is the right equivalence class off=.x,x:+xt+ . . . + x,f.) 
This should be seen as an analogue of the Morsification in the isolated singularity case 
(cf. Cl]). Because of the restricted class of deformations which are allowed, one can build up 
the Milnor fibre M of the germ of the function f out of the Milnor fibres of the singularities 
mentioned in (ii) and (iii) of the definition. Siersma [22] treated the case that (Z, 0) is a one 
dimensional isolated complete intersection singularity, using a result of Pellikaan which 
states that in this case there always exists a Morsification of V; Z, 0). [16, I 7.181. The result 
of Siersma is the following: 
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THEOREM. [23] Zf( f. C, 0) is asabove, (Z, 0) an isolated complete intersection singularity, 
then the Milnorjibre M off is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of p n-spheres if the number of 
D, points in the Morsijication is greater than zero, if this number is equal to zero then 
M is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of p+ 1 n-spheres wedged with a n- 1 sphere, where 
u= # A, + # D, +u(IE)- 1, # A, and # D, denoting the number of them occurring in a 
Morsijication. (These numbers are independent of the Morsijication [ 161 I 7.181.) Moreover 
u(C) is the Milnor number of Z, as deJined by Buchweitz and Greuel [2]. 
(1.4) Although Siersma states this theorem only for the case that X is a complete 
intersection, his method works whenever a Morsification of (1; Z, 0) exists, except that in 
case the number of D, points is equal to zero one can only conclude that the (n - 1)st Betti 
number of the Milnor fibre is smaller or equal to one. In general one can not expect that a 
Morsification exists, because a necessary condition is that the singular locus is smoothable. 
It is well-known that non smoothable curve singularities exist. We refer the reader to [l S], 
[19] and [S]. But even if I: is smoothable, a Morsification need not be found. A simple 
example is given by f=xyz (see 3.1). Another problem is to give algebraic formulas for the 
number of A, and the number of D, points in a Morsification, if a Morsification exists. For 
the case that the singular locus is a complete intersection these formulas were given by 
Pellikaan. 
Let J(f)=(a,f,. . . , d, f) be the Jacobi ideal, and define j(f)=dimc(r/J( f )). One 
easily calculates that j(A,)=O, j(D,)= 1, and it also gives the value 1 at an A, point 
(Remark that an A, point lies outside Z.) Moreover j( f)< co. [16, 15.51 
THEOREM. [ 161 I 7.16. Let (1; E, 0) be gioen as in (1.1) and assume ( F, X, 0) is a 
deformation of (f, YZ, 0) over a regular analytic base (S, 0). Then there exist representatives f of 
(X, 0), 9’ of (S, 0) and an open neighbourhood U of 0 in @ such that 
j(f)=xj(_& p) 
for all SEY, where the summation is taken over all p Ef; ‘(U) n X. 
COROLLARY. If (F, X, 0) is a Morsification of (f, E, 0) then j(f) = # A, + # D,, where 
#A, and #D, are as in (1.3). 
(1.5) For the number of D, points Pellikaan uses the fact thatfE Z* in the case that Z is a 
complete intersection [16] I 1.9. Let I =(gi, . . . ,g.) with gl, . . . ,gn a regular sequence. 
Then we can write f= 2: hijgigj, with h,= hji. Then Pellikaan proves: 
THEOREM. [16] 17.18: 
# D,=dimc(@/(I+det(h,,))=:h(f). 
The purpose of this paper is to define a natural generalization of the number of D, points, 
which we call the virtual number of D, points, I’D,(f), and to prove the corresponding 
“continuity” theorem: 
THEOREM. (see (2.5)). Consider the same situation as in Theorem (1.4). Then: 
yD,(f)=x vD,(f,, P) 
for all SE 9, where the summation is over all peIZ, A X. 
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This generalizes Theorem (1.5) of Pdlikaan, because 0, (D,) = 1 and VD, (A ,) = 0, see 
(2.3). The definition of VD,(f) will be given with the help of vector fields which annihilatej 
This reflects the fact that we consider non-isolated singularities. There are “non-trivial” 
vector fields which annihilateA due to the fact that the partial derivatives offdo not form a 
regular sequence, contrary to the isolated singularity case. Surprisingly it turns out that the 
virtual number of D, points can be negative (see (2.3), (2.7), (2.8)). For instance, if 
f=xy.z, then VD,(f) = -2. This shows in particular that fcannot have a Morsification. 
(1.6) With the help of the invariants VD,,j(f) and p(Z), we can give a formula for the 
Euler characteristic of the Milnor fibre M off partially generalizing Siersma’s result (1.3). If 
b,(M) denotes the i-th Betti number of the reduced homology of the Milnor fibre M we get 
the following (by now expected) theorem: 
THEOREM. (3.2) 
b,(M)-b,-,(M)=_U)+ V~,(l)+lc(E)- 1. 
The equation should be understood that the left hand side, which is topological, can (at 
least in principle) computed by the right hand side, which is algebraic. The proof goes along 
the lines of Pellikaan [17], using a general result of Yomdin [26]. Kato and Matsumoto 
proved that in our case M is (n-2) connected. For more information about non-isolated 
singularities we refer to LC [9] and Randell [20]. 
(1.7) It should be remarked that the definition of the virtual number of D, points is not 
very well suited for computations. For surfaces there will appear another formula in a 
forthcoming paper of Van Straten and the author [7]. In a subsequent paper A. J. de Jong 
and the author will show that the local invariant VD, adds up to a global invariant of a 
divisor in a smooth manifold, where the divisor has a one dimensional singular locus and 
transverse A, singularities. This formula generalizes aclassical formula about the number of 
ordinary singularities on surfaces in P3. 
As we only work with germs throughout the paper, we will sometimes kip the notation 
of germ. 
$2. THE VIRTUAL NUMBER OF D, POINTS 
(2.1) In this section, we want to introduce the virtual number of D, points, and prove its 
main property, the continuity under deformation. So let (1; X, 0) be given as (1.1). Let 
0, =8/Z, where I is the ideal defining the reduced singular locus. Let 0, be the holomor- 
phic vector fields along the fibres off; see [l l] 6.A. Then 0, @ Ox c Or, where Y=(j=O). 
Because Z 5 Y is the singular locus we have 0,.,x c 0,. To see this take an element 
{E Or=Der (O,, 0,). We associate to it a vector field r’ E Ox = Der(O,, 0,) simply by 
defining ccf) = r(f), wherefe 0, maps tofe 0,. This definition is independent of the 1iftJ if 
one shows that t(Z) E I. But to show this, one has only to check it outside zero (after taking 
suitable representatives), i.e. for the A, singularity, for which it is easily checked. We denote 
Moreover there is an inclusion 0, E O:, where E is the normalization of C, see [3]. We 
denote by 6(Z) the b-invariant of 1, i.e. 6(X)=dim (Q/6,). 
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DEFINITION. Let (fi X, 0) be asin (1.1). Then 
vo,(f):=dim (@;/O(f))-3S(X). 
We call U),(f) the virtual number of D, points off: 
(2.2) We mention the following theorem, which gives us in principle a method to 
calculate O(f), and will be used in the proof of theorem (2.5). 
THEOREM. Let R be a ring, J=(fO,. . . ,f,) be an ideal, with grade (J):= 
min(i: Extk(R/J, R) #O> = n. Suppose rad(J)=l, with grade (I/J)= n + 1. Consider the 
following diagram: 
0 -+ G, -+... -+ G, -+ R + R/I+0 
7 r 
O+fl+lR”+l _+~“R”(P;~ ~. 
T T T 
. . -NI~R~“~+R+R~J+O 
where G is a projective resolution of R/I and the lower row is the Koszul complex on 
f=(fo, * * . , f.). The maps ‘pi extend the identity id: R+ R. Dualizing this diagram with respect 
to R and taking homology gives a map: cp ,*: Exti(R/I, R)+H,(f, R), where the lust group 
denotes the first Koszul homology group. Then cp,* is an isomorphism. 
Proof See [16] II 4.1. We apply this theorem to (f, X,0) as in (1.1). We take R=Cr,+I, 
I = 9(X), fi = ai J: Then we see that H1 (J; R) is isomorphic to the dualizing sheaf c.+ of Z. 
Moreover we can identify H,(f, R) with O(f) by sending a representative (x0, . . . , LY,,) to 
the vector field ):~~a,. This map is well defined because if (r,,, . . . , a,)E 
H,(f, R) we have that X ai$=Z aiaif=O. Thus we get indeed a vector field which annihil- 
ates& Moreover if (aO, . . . ,a,,) represents the zero class in H,(f; R), then the vector field Xriai 
is zero on X by the definition of the maps in the Koszul complex and the definition of the 
singular X(f) off: Finally, if the restriction of the vector field C aiai to C is zero, then 
(a,, . . . ,a,) represents the zero class in H,(f, R). This is simply checked for the A, 
singularity, and therefore (by taking suitable representatives again) it is zero outside zero. 
Because H,(f, R) is isomorphic to an Ext, it has no torsion. Therefore (rO, . . . ,a,) 
represents the zero class in H, (f, R). 0 
(2.3) Examples. 
(1) A,:f=C~=,xf. In this case O?=@(f), 6(X)=0. Thus VD,(A,)=O. This shows in 
particular that for all (J&O) as in (1.1) VD,(f)<m. 
(2) D,:f=x,x:+X;,,xf. Here @:=CQ?,, 0(f)=C7TxO&,, 6(X)=0. Hence 
VD,(D,)= 1. 
(3) T,,,,, : f=xyz, I =cyz, xz, xy). Now @(f)=L’,(xd,- yd,, za,- y?,), o,-=6; 
(a,, a,, a,), 6(C)=2. Hence VD,(T,,,,,)=4-6= -2. 
(2.4) In case X is a complete intersection, it will follow from Theorem (2.5) and 
Pellikaans Theorem (1.5) that h(f)= VD,(f). (For the definition of h(f) see (1.5).) We will 
give another argument. Let Z = (gl, . . . , g.), with gl, . . . gn a regular sequence. Let 9 be the 
vector field dual to dg, A . . . A dg,, i.e. rs(dx, A . . . A dx,)=dg, A . . . A dg,, 
where lg denotes contraction with 9. By Van Straten’s calculation [24] (3.4) O(f) is 
generated as Q-module by hO, where h = det(hu), see (1.5). z is a complete intersection, 
so the dualizing sheaf ox is (dx, A . . . A dx,/dg, A . . . A dg,)U, (see [21]). So we get 
O(f)=Hom(h-lo,, 0,). 
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Now let cy: Ql + wy be the canonical class morphism. By local duality we get: 
dim(O,/O(f)=dim(h-‘o,/c,R:). Consider the following inclusions: 
By using these inclusions and the definition of the virtual number of D, points we get 
vo,(f)=dim(0;/0(f))-36(;r.)=dim(0~/0,)+dim(h-’oJo,)+dim(oJc,R::)-36(~). 
But we have the following results about curves: 
(1) dim(0;/0,)=36(C)-s(C), (T is the Tjurina number), because x is smoothable and 
non obstructed [25], and we have Deligne’s formula for the dimension of a smoothing 
component [3]. 
(2) dim(h-‘w,/o,)=dim(o,/ho,)=dim(8,/hU,)=h(f), because ox z 0,. 
(3) dim(w,/c&)=r(Z), see [2] (6.1.6) and [4]. 
Therefore by filling in we get that I%,(f)= h(f). 
(2.5) We now come to the most important property of the virtual number of D, points. 
THEOREM. Let (f, IZ, 0) be us in (1.1) and let (F, X, 0) be a deformation ouer a regular one 
dimensional base (S, 0). Then there exist representatioes .Y of(X, 0), 9’ of(S, 0), such that: 
for all SEY, i.e. the total virtual number of D, points is constant during a deformation. 
Proof: We apply Theorem (2.2) to ?C I!?:= 6c.- t xs and the sequence F=(F,, . . . ,F,) 
=(S,F, . . . ,Z,F). Then we get: 
o,/,=Ext;(&/~ 6) z H,(F, 6) 
where wxis is the relative dualizing sheaf. One shows as in (2.2), that H,( F, 8) z O(F), 
where O(F) are relative vector fields which annihilate F, restricted to %= V(f). Because 
wx/s @ or r my [2] (4.1.3) we get O(F)@&=@(f). This shows. that O(f) G 
Ox,, @ BE, the sheaf of vector fields on C which can be lifted to relative vector fields of 
g: X-S. We have (ifs is a local parameter for (9’,0)): 
(1) %,s z Oxis is injective (by construction) 
(2) @(F)-%:s is injective (trivial) 
(3) O(F) @ C,=O(f)~O,,, @ Oz is injective (see above). 
It follows from the snake lemma that s is not a zero divisor of 0,,,/O(F ). Thus 
g*O,,s/g,O(F) is a flat OS module, hence free, because S is regular. This gives us the 
statement: 
The theorem follows by filling in the formula of the following lemma in the definition of the 
virtual number of D, points. 
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(2.6) LEMMA. Let g: (X, O)+($O) be a deformation of (C, 0) ocer a one dimensional 
regular base (S, 0). Let gs be the normalization of &. Then: 
dim(@;/@,,, 0 Ox)= 1 dim(@:,,,/@,iS 0 QS.,)+3(6(V- 1 6(x:,.,)) 
psZ,n9 pcZ,n.% 
for all s E Y, x, Y suficiently small. 
Proof: The case that g is a smoothing is treated in Greuel and Looijenga [6] p. 273, who 
proved it in order to give a local proof of Deligne’s formula about the dimension of a 
smoothing component of C [3]. The general case easily follows from this. One takes 
n: x’ + X to be the normalization of X. One lifts the relative vector fields O,,, to 8, and get 
the inclusion: O,,,+O~,,,. By the same formal argument as in (2.5) one gets that 
(sn), %&n), @gls is a free 0,--module. But now one has that gn: r?+S is a smoothing of 
x’,j=(gn-‘(0). [2] (4.1.4). Therefore by using the result for a smoothing we get the formula: 
dim(%/@x,, 0 Q+Fnf dim(@?S,,/@,ls 0 %.,+3@& 
. 
By Lejeune, Lt and Teissier [12] (see also [2] (4.1.4)) we have that 6(_?,)= 
S(V-CS(&, P). cl 
(2.7) Example. (R. Pellikaan [16] I (7.7) (7.22). Let f: (C’, O)+(@, 0), f=(xy)‘+ 
(2xz)’ + (YZ)~. Then the singular locus consists of the three coordinate axes. Consider the 
following two deformations: 
Fl=(yz+sy-sz)2+(2xz+sx+ -sz)2+(xy+sx-sy)2 
F2 =f+ sxyz 
Then for generic values of s: 
(1) fl, has 40, points and 6A, points, ZS is smooth. 
(2) f2, has 60, points, 4A, points and one T,, co, cD point. It follows from Theorem (2.5) 
that k%(T,, m. m ) = - 2 (see the examples (2.3)). Remark that also the Jacobi number i(f) 
is constant under deformation. 
(2.8) D. Mond [ 143 studied germs of mappings 9: ( C2, O)+( C3, 0) and the deformation 
theory of this mapping. The image of 9 is a hypersurface and under suitable finiteness 
assumptions it will have transverse A, singularities. Let the image of 9 be given by 
the equation f=O, and let C be the singular locus of fi Deforming the map 9 gives a 
deformation of (f, E, 0) [7] (4.3). For a general deformation of 9 one will have only CD, 
points and TT,,,,, points in a general fibre (see [14]). Hence we get that VD, (f)= 
C - 2 T. We consider the following example: 
9(u, u)=(u, uu+u3’-‘, I?) 
An equation for the image is: 
f= -y3+x3z+3xyz~+z3k-1=0 
Here C=2, and T= k- 1. Therefore VD, (f)= -2k+4. It can indeed be checked that: 
dim(&/O(f))=4k-2 and s(Z)=2k-2. 
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93. ABOUT THE MILNOR FIBRE 
(3.1) Again let f: (C”+l, O)+(C, 0) be a germ of a holomorphic function with a one 
dimensional critical locus C and transverse type A,. We choose E and 6 small, such that they 
satisfy the Milnor construction, i.e.f -i(t) is transversal to the sphere of radius E in C”+’ for 
all t with )( t 11-c 6. Let B, be the closed ball of radius E in @ “+I. We will study the topology of 
the so called Milnor fibre M:=f- ‘(t)nB,. This definition is independent of the chosen r (see 
[13]). Let us recall from [lS] that if Z is smoothable andfe 1’ (C = *I’(f)) thenjalways has a 
Morsification. This gives us a lot of functions to which the theorem of Siersma (1.3) can be 
applied. We can combine Siersma’s result with the following result of L& and Saito [lo]: 
THEOREM. Letf: (c3, O)-+, 0), with a one dimensional singular locus and transverse type 
A,. Then the fundamental group of the Milnor fibre off is free abelian, with number of 
generators one less than the number of analytic components of { f=O} near the origin. 
COROLLARY. Let (f; Z, 0) be as above. Then if 
(1) # {irreducible components off= 0} P- 2 or 
(2) # {irreducible components off = 0) = 2 and VD, (f) # 0, then (J Z, 0) does nor have a 
Morsijcation. 
Remark. In (2) the condition D,(f)#O is necessary. In fact using Theorem (1.5) we 
can, if C is a comple intersection, systematically give examples of (f, Xc, 0) with VD, (f) = 0, 
{f=O} having two irreducible components and (f; X, 0) having a Morsification. 
(3.2) Although for n=2 there is a nice statement about the first Betti number of the 
Milnor fibre, for general n there seems not must to be known about the (n- 1)st Betti 
number, although Van Straten [24] gives a method which will probably always work. 
A general result about the Euler characteristic of the Milnor fibre is much easier to 
establish. 
THEOREM. Let f: (U?+ ‘, O)-+(Q=, 0) be a germ of a holomorphic function with a one 
dimensional singular locus C and transverse type A,. Let M be the Milnor fibre off: Then: 
b,(M)-b,-,(M)=j(f)+ vD,(f)+@)- 1. 
(We take reduced homology with coeficients in H.) 
In case Z is a complete intersection Pellikaan [17] proved this theorem by using the 
formula of Yomdin [26], which compares the Euler characteristic of the Milnor fibre M off 
with the Euler characteristic of the Milnor fibre of “nearby” isolated singularities. We follow 
Pellikaan’s proof. 
(3.3) We first note the following special case of Yomdin’s theorem [26]. 
THEOREM. Letf: (P+l, O)+(@, 0) be holomorphic with a one dimensional critical locus X 
and transverse type A,. Choose the coordinates of F+ ’ in such a way, that x:=x,, is a generic 
hyperplane. Thenf,:=f + xk+ '/k + 1 has an isolated singularity. Let Mk be the Milnorjibre of 
fk Then: 
b,(M)-b,-I(M)=b,(Mk)-(k+ l)m(V 
ifk$O and m(X)=dim(0,/(x)). 
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(3.4) We denote by I the ideal of X:, J the Jacobi ideal off and J, the Jacobi ideal off,. It 
is very well-known that (see [13]): 
b,(M,)=dim(O/J,). 
That is what we need to calculate in order to apply Yomdin’s theorem. 
LEMMA. b,(M,)=dim(O/J,)+km(C)+dim(J/ZnJ,)+dim(l/J) ijkB0. 
Proof Consider the following two exact sequences: 
O-,IfInJ,-r6/J,~OII+J,-rO 
O~JfInJL--,IIInJt--rIJJ~O 
and observe that I + J, = I +(xk) if k B 0. q 
(3.5) Because dim(Z/J)< co, we have that dim(J/I n J,) does not depend on k if k%O. In 
fact one has: 
LEMMA. J/In J, E B/(l+(f,, . . . ,f.):fo) wheref,=JJ i=O, . . . ,n. 
Proof See [17] proof of (3.5). 0 
(3.6) Pellikaan proceeds by explicitly calculating dim(O/(l+(f,, . . . ,fn):fo) in case C is 
a complete intersection. Because this is of course impossible in the general case, we proceed 
in a different way. Consider the map: 
h:O,+Or 
5 + r&fx) 
where rc denotes contraction with {. In coordinates: if 5 = X aidi, then h(t) = a,,. Because x is 
generic, we have that h is injective, since dx is nonzero on every branch of C (outside zero 
and taking suitable representatives), and there are no torsion vector fields. Furthermore, by 
definition, h maps O(f) to (fi, . . . ,f,):fo+I. Hence we get: 
dim(@,/@(f))=dim(O/(Z+(f,, . . . ,f,):fo))-dim(O,/h(O,)). 
By definition of the virtual number of D, points we have moreover: 
dim(@,/O(f))=36(C)+ U),(f)-m,(Z), where m,(Z):=dim(@:/@x). 
(3.7) LEMMA. dim(Ox/h(@,))=m,(X)-6(X)-r(X)+m(C), where r(C) denotes the num- 
ber of branches of C. 
Proof. (cf: [S]). Choosing local uniforming parameters for Z, say t,, . . . ,t, we get the 
9,- isomorphism: 
@@@KKK 
(dt,, . . . ,dt,)+tl,. . . ,t,) 
where K is the total quotient ring of OX. We define N:= #oj(&), j: Q + Rt being the 
canonical morphism. Because Ox= Hom(Q,, 0,) and Ot=Hom(@, 0:) we have the 
identifications: 
O,=O,:N, @,-=0~:1, 
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5 denoting the Jacobson radical of G,-. It is easily checked that under these identifications, 
the map h of (3.6) becomes multiplication with the element h:=CiLz/(ax&)t~. Now 
consider the inclusions: 
h(O,:N) E h(0::G-i) c o::rE 
h(O,:N) E 0, s 0~ G 0;:rii 
By the first inclusion we get: 
dim(Ot:~/h(B,:N))=dim(h(0;::~)/h(O,:N))+dim((U~:~)/h(0~:~)) 
=dim(O~:fi/O,:N)+m(C)=ml(Z)+m(Z). 
By this result and the second inclusion: 
dim(~,,/h(O,))=dim(0,/h(U,:N))=dim(U~:fi/h(O,:N)) 
-dim(Q/0,)-dim(O::fi/Oi)=m,(C)+m(C)-6(C)-@). 0 
(3.8) Now we combine Yomdin’s formula (3.3) with our calculations. The result is: 
b,(M)-b,-,(M)=j(f)+ vo,(f)+26(V-r(9. 
But because @)=2S(Z)-r(C) + 1 [2], we can rewrite this to: 
~“(~)-~“-,(~)=Af)-+ vo,(f)+P(U- 1, 
which gives Theorem (3.2). 
(3.9) Example. f= (x2yz + y3 + z2)x. Then p(Z) = 3, j(f) = 4 and VD, (f) = 0. By L& and 
Saito [12] x1(M) z E, because f= 0 has two irreducible components. It follows by Theorem 
(4.3) of [7] that (f, C, 0) does not have a Morsification. We get however: 
b,(M)-1=4+0+3-1=6. 
It even follows from a theorem of Siersma [23] (6.1) that M is homotopy equivalent o a 
wedge of 7 two-spheres wedged with a circle. 
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